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A

bstract: The religious scholar Karen Armstrong advocates a conception of religion that is at odds with many contemporary views on faith.
Armstrong insists that true religiosity is not about faith in any articles
of belief, but is instead determined only by the centrality of compassion. This
paper analyzes Armstrong’s philosophy, particularly focusing on her response to
the rise of religious and secular fundamentalism, and the motivations behind the
creation of the Charter for Compassion, launched in 2009. Armstrong’s ideas
are also compared with Singaporean perspectives on the role of compassion in
religion, as explicated by civil society leaders who have founded com.passion.
sg, a Singaporean network inspired by the Charter. This paper argues that Armstrong’s ideas on compassion, advanced in her works and manifest in her Charter
for Compassion, offer a constructive ideological platform for Singaporean civil
society organizations that seek to transcend religious differences and make positive social change. By incorporating material gleaned from personal interviews
with the founders of com.passion.sg, the paper explores the reasons for their
interest in Armstrong’s philosophy and how the activities of the network may
Singaporean inter-religious landscape may be shaped by Armstrong’s idea that
compassion can function as a unifying ethos to encourage cooperation between
different faith communities.
Introduction
In the last decade, both religious fundamentalist ideas and anti-religious
discourses have seen their own growth, gaining traction in an age often characscholar Karen Armstrong has insisted on treading a middle ground, advocating
a conception of religion in opposition to prevalent understandings of the divine
promoted by fundamentalist religionists and militant secularists alike. Religion,
according to Armstrong, should not be about belief in any particular faith-based
doctrines, but should instead involve a whole-hearted devotion to the principle
of compassion. In keeping with this conception of religion, Armstrong launched
an international campaign called the Charter for Compassion (2009), intended to
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promote compassion, mutual respect, and harmony between peoples across the
when she won the TED Prize on February 28, 2008 (Charter for Compassion). As a
document based upon the Golden Rule, the Charter seeks to transcend religious,
D.C. on November 12, 2009, receiving the widespread support of leading thinkers, individuals, and organizations from various faith traditions, including the
Dalai Lama and the Mufti of Egypt (Charter for Compassion).
To understand the background of the Charter, we may consider Armstrong’s personal life and career, which reveals her perseverance in the face of
adversity, her skill in writing sensitively about religion, and her popular appeal as
a campaigner for interfaith harmony. She spent seven years as a Roman Catholic
nun in the 1960s, but left her teaching order to read English at St. Anne’s ColSpiral Staircase 11). During the period, she
had suffered from hallucinations and anorexia, and it was only years later that
she was diagnosed with temporal lobe epilepsy, though she managed to adjust
to life after receiving proper treatment (Armstrong, Spiral Staircase 246). Becomdocumentary, and the experience sparked her interest in the other two AbrahaSpiral Staircase
books, including A History of God (1993), Jerusalem: One City, Three Faiths (1996),
biographies of Muhammad (1991) and Buddha (2001), as well as two memoirs,
Through the Narrow Gate (1982) and The Spiral Staircase (2004), about her religious
life and her experiences after the convent respectively. In recent years, she has
also written A Case for God (2009) and Twelve Steps to a Compassionate Life (2010).
Today, she remains a best-selling author whose work has been translated into
forty languages (Armstrong, Spiral Staircase i), writing and lecturing extensively
about religious issues and spiritual values, especially compassion (Armstrong,
Twelve Steps 3).
Armstrong’s philosophy may continue to shape perspectives about religion has
hardly been studied. There have been short analyses of Karen Armstrong’s individual works, such as the review by Frances Spalding on The Spiral Staircase, as
well as those by Diarmaid MacCulloch and John Wilson on The Great Transformation (2006). The Economist provides a succinct review on The Case for God, comphilosophy as a whole, and there has also been almost no research done on her
Charter for Compassion. A study of this nature is thus particularly worthwhile,
than 90,000 people around the world (Charter for Compassion).
We see a convergence of Armstrong’s global perspective and the local con-
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text of Singapore in the creation of a Singaporean non-governmental network
called com.passion.sg. By comparing the ideas advocated by Armstrong and those
promoted by key civil society leaders who have promoted compassionate action,
it is possible to analyze the local impact of Armstrong’s ideas among civil society
activists in Singapore. This paper argues that Armstrong’s ideas on compassion,
advanced in her works and manifested in her Charter for Compassion, offer a
constructive ideological platform for Singaporean civil society groups that seek
to transcend religious differences and make positive social change. The Charter
on religion advanced by several Singaporean civil society leaders, suggesting that
interfaith advocates in the city-state.
Armstrong’s Philosophy
Armstrong derives inspiration from earlier religious thinkers who have
contributed to the spiritual development of humanity, particularly those from
the period that the German philosopher Karl Jaspers has called the Axial Age
(Armstrong, Great Transformation xii). From about 900 to 200 BCE, in four distinct regions, the majority of the world’s religious traditions began laying their
roots:1
monotheism in Israel; and philosophical rationalism in Greece.2 This Axial Age
appears to be foundational to her thought: she credits the sages of the period
Great Transformation xii), and she describes the Axial Age as
Twelve Steps 26). According to Armstrong, despite the different
historical and cultural circumstances of the period, the Axial sages continue to
speak to our current condition, and humanity has never surpassed the insights
of the Axial Age (Great Transformation xii). These insights may be summarized in
tion of fundamentalism; and third, the perception of religion as practice, and
not belief.
(a) Centrality of Compassion
compassi nem, which in turn
stems from the root words com
pati
OED).
Compassion is less about feeling sorry for people, and more about feeling with
them; it is about sharing others’ sufferings by assisting them in bearing their
Twelve Steps 6), and she high-
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the ego from the centre of our lives and puts others there, breaking down the
(Spiral Staircase 331). Armstrong’s conception of compassion is universal and
all-encompassing; she suggests that her readers meditate upon an early Buddhist

Twelve Steps 150). Thus, in the attempt to move beyond the self, individuals can
spiritual reality. Armstrong notes that while the sense of compassion need not
Great Transformation 398), it
does demand individuals be helpful, loyal, and willing to render practical support
(Great Transformation 398), it remains an imperative to maintain a compassionate
spirit towards fellow human beings, particularly in a globalized age.
(b) Rejection of Fundamentalism

Battle for God x-xi). Common traits that characterize religious fundamentalist movements include a tendency to reduce their ideology
and religious worldviews, and a fear of annihilation in response to perceived
threats (Armstrong, Battle for God 368). Armstrong criticizes fundamentalists for
distorting the Axial traditions by accentuating the aggressive elements that have
evolved over the centuries at the expense of those espousing compassion and
respect (Great Transformation
mythos of their religion into logos
Battle for God 366),3 and they have
lost sight of some of the most sacred values of faith either by maintaining that
mythology as a streamlined ideology.
Case for
Case for God 290), including Richard

God

Case for God 293). The new atheists, according to Armstrong, disregard
the religious mainstream when they depict religion simplistically as capable of
than to the greed, hatred and ignorance of people who commit atrocities in the
name of faith (Case for God 293). Just as religious fundamentalism frequently
misrepresents the tradition it claims to defend, the new atheists preach a gospel
Most Muslims are utterly deranged by their
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religious faith
Armstrong insists that the new atheists present an exaggerated image of faith,
to mention the concern for justice and compassion that, despite their undeniable
Case for God 293).
The problem with both religious and secular fundamentalists, as Armstrong ar(Case for God
Case for God 309). In an embattled and polarized world, any
(Armstrong, Case for God 293).
(c) Religion as Practice, Not Belief
For Armstrong, the crucial demand that religion should make upon individuals is not on what they believe, but how they behave; it is a transformative
experience that changes individuals at a profound level. Armstrong appeals to
the Axial Age thinkers to support this understanding of faith, as for the Axial
Great Transformation xiv). Religion thus requires orthopraxy, not orthodoxy
(Armstrong, Spiral Staircase 267); right practice, not right belief. As Armstrong
Spiral Staircase
304). It is only after ethical behaviour is practised that individuals can encounter
Spiral
Staircase 328). Religious insight thus emerges on the condition that individuals
practise a compassionate lifestyle, enabling them to be liberated from the prison
of selfhood.
In addition, Armstrong exhorts individuals to abandon what she describes
Case for God 276) which has characterized
the modern age, as it is unrealistic and immature to expect religion to provide
absolute certainty in their beliefs. The religious sages of the Axial Age, as ArmGreat Transformation
people kinder and more compassionate, it worked; but if did not, it had to be
discarded.4 Rather than blindly conforming to religious teachings, the Axial sages
(Case for God 4). Just as it is futile and ineffective to learn driving just by studying
translating doctrines into ethical action.
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Counter Arguments to Armstrong
While Armstrong’s arguments have received some support, there have
also been criticisms of her philosophy, as her ideas have been disparaged as
Great
Transformation
tion and essentialization of faith, failing to recognize the diversity and heterogeneity between various religions. Keith Johnson has criticized universalism on the
parity between faiths ignores their essential differences. For instance, Johnson

on the commonality between faiths thus seems to gloss over their different truthvalidity of a certain religion entails the fallaciousness of others.
some readers may regard her emphasis on compassion as a diversion from the
essential question about the validity of religious truth claims (Spiral Staircase 326).
Case for God

Case for God 306), but this
does not mean that only one particular religious interpretation must be correct.
Instead all religious language is necessarily limited in its capacity to articulate
the nature of the absolute. Religious thinkers of various traditions, Armstrong
expressed in any theoretical system, however august, because it lies beyond the
Case for God 307). Competing truth-claims are
thus merely different linguistic expressions of a Truth that is beyond language,
and can be interpreted as contrasting lenses on the same reality. It seems that
assigning an objective value to the truth-claims of monotheism or polytheism
is beside the point for Armstrong. As she points out, distinguished theologians
of various traditions have maintained that the divine is not a mere entity whose
Spiral Staircase 326). Any attempt to
describe the elusive reality of the absolute is merely one out of many possible
abstractions that are symbolic of but do not manifest absolute truth.
A response to this argument may be that Armstrong suggests religious
relativism, allowing one to adopt any conception of God that suits the indiabout the divine, because a decisive test for the validity of a religious doctrine is
Spiral Staircase
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Spiral Staircase 328) for the Axial sages,
who believed that if a religious belief compelled individuals to develop kindness
and empathy, it was valid theology, whereas if a doctrine led believers to become
hostile or cruel towards others, it was demonstrably invalid (Armstrong, Spiral
Staircase 328). Armstrong thus denounces the crusaders who slaughtered Mus(Spiral Staircase
(Armstrong, Spiral Staircase 328) who commit themselves to the practice of comCase for God 308).
For Armstrong, compassion is the benchmark by which religious believers may
be judged, and the particular language used by individuals to describe the divine
is less important than the actions they undertake which manifest their beliefs.
The second main argument made against Armstrong is that her call for
compassion may be sound rhetoric, but it is too unrealistic given modern geopolitical realities. As articulated in a question raised during a lecture delivered by
-

concern is that the struggle for justice may demand bloodshed, and compassion
might merely be a lofty ideal that can hardly be translated into reality.
Armstrong’s answer is to appeal to a wider perspective by considering
the inadequacy of alternative modes of action other than compassion. As Armdela, Desmond Tutu or Mahatma Gandhi, non-violent campaigns were effective
in achieving political reform. In any case, the problem with states or individuals
employing non-compassionate approaches is that they result in the betrayal of
and Guantanamo Bay as notorious examples of torture and human rights violations (MUIS). Appealing to the Axial sages again to defend compassion, she
in idyllic circumstances. Each tradition developed in societies like our own that
Great
Transformation xiv). In other words, the Axial sages were not utopian dreamers
who developed their ethics in ivory towers, but were actively responding to the
violence of their time, and nevertheless were convinced that compassion was
not merely edifying rhetoric, but that it actually worked to transform society for
the better. The challenge for religious believers then, according to Armstrong,
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is how they can adapt the compassionate ethics of the Axial Age to their own
reality, translating them to a new cultural and religious context in a world scarred
by injustice and aggression.
The Charter for Compassion
key aspects of her philosophy, establishing a way for religious discourses to be
translated into an action-oriented campaign. Analyzing the text of the Charter, it
is evident that several of Armstrong’s ideas are neatly encapsulated.5 According
The Spiral Staircase (331), while her exhortation to

Case for God 292) is further mirrored
and that some have even increased the sum of human misery in the name of
that believers have ignored the atrocities perpetrated by their co-religionists.

suggesting that any attempt to demonize one’s adversaries will inevitably betray
its own cause. Noticeably, there are no hints of Armstrong’s belief in the ineffability of God, and little reference to her conception of religion as practice
and not belief. It is likely that by strategically de-emphasising this aspect of her
philosophy, Armstrong has couched the Charter in terms that would allow it to
gain greater recognition and acceptance, attracting a wider audience. Nonethe-

Such calls echo appeals that have been made by other scholars, such as Charlene
Tan’s recommendation for students in Singapore schools to be exposed to op-

a useful platform on which interfaith leaders can ground their efforts to improve
relations between faith communities and foster inter-religious harmony.
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The Development of com.passion.sg
Interfaith harmony is particularly crucial for a country like Singapore,
which has a diverse number of faith communities. While Buddhism currently
has the largest group of adherents (Singapore Department of Statistics), several

rise of fundamentalism, Singapore has been alert to how these external pressures may affect social stability and cohesion. Concerns about threats to religious
harmony have led the Singapore government to enact legislation such as the
the legal option to prosecute individuals who present a threat to public order due
social harmony may not be ideal, given that legislation may not be sustainable
or effective in the long run. As Singaporean civil society leaders have pointed
out, non-governmental initiatives at the grassroots level to promote interfaith
harmony can balance with state intervention to provide a practical and balanced
It is in this context that the movement called com.passion.sg was launched
by a group of Singaporean civil society leaders inspired by Armstrong’s Charter
for Compassion. Formed on 14 June 2009, the movement is envisioned as a
network of individuals, rather than a new society, and aims to create opportuniFounding members include San Francisco-based Dr. Tan Chong Kee, who
com.passion.sg in a

personal interview,6
members of the Association of Women for Action and Research (AWARE), a
non-governmental organization in Singapore,7 as the founding members were
particularly concerned about potential religious polarisation in society:
People were galvanized into two camps. We realized that if we were
in the other camp’s shoes, we would have felt attacked, given the
way to do this. Then somebody mentioned that this was what Karen
Armstrong was trying to do with the TED Prize, and we all went to
Charter a lot more closely, and we realized that we could use their
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A major motivation for the choice to employ the Charter as the basis for a new
movement seems to have been the nature of Armstrong’s discourse. In her principle of compassion, the founders of com.passion.sg found a credible platform on
which to build their movement. Comparing Armstrong’s ideas with the founders’
ciples explicated by Armstrong and those promoted by the founders.
The founders’ motivations are anchored by compassion, as its universality has an inherently positive appeal. Their testimony validates Armstrong’s
point that compassion, far from being idealistic and untenable, can be a useful

Spiral Staircase 313) also resonates with
can be quite egocentric; the thinking is this: if I believe all this, I’ll receive salvathe founders maintain that love and compassion surpass doctrine in importance.
Tan, speaking from a Catholic background, maintains:
the other religions actually practise the same thing; it’s all semantics,
things that already divide us in life, and there’s no reason why religion should serve to divide, rather than to unite so as to help people
who are less fortunate (A. Tan).
The founders thus agree with Armstrong that religion should be less about
emphasising the value of compassion as a common denominator for all people,
the founders seek to heed Armstrong’s call to promote harmony and mutual
respect, adopting the Charter as an ideal platform for advancing the agenda of
compassion.
Armstrong’s call to translate belief into action is thus manifest in com.
passion.sg, which has focused mainly on poverty issues in Singapore, assisting the
needy regardless of their religion (com.passion.sg). Although Singapore has one
of the highest levels of gross domestic product (GDP) per capita in the world,
estimated at around US$56,532 (S$70,450) in 2010 (Wealth Report 2012, 11),
there are still needy Singaporeans from the bottom 30 per cent of local housederprivileged group that com.passion.sg has chosen to target, and the network’s
com.passion.sg
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public assistance is generally available for the poor in Singapore, but these social
other charitable organizations in Singapore, noting that some low-income households are trapped in a poverty cycle due to factors such as health problems or
family circumstances (Methodist Welfare Services Singapore n. pag.). The Singapore government has consistently maintained that it cannot adopt a welfare-state
organizations play an essential role in supporting needy households not eligible
for public assistance (Lim n. pag.). In particular, com.passion.sg has contributed
to this cause by introducing three kinds of programmes, described in their brochure, that have promoted compassion towards the poor through concrete ini-

needy households and low-wage earners, as well as fundraising projects for the
poor.
Exposure visits to lower-income neighborhoods such as Jalan Membina
slide-show presentations
Familiarization tours to districts popular with migrant workers like Little
India: such workers, who constitute about 20 per cent of the resident population in Singapore, are usually low-wage earners employed as manual labor
in construction, shipyards, sanitation services and manufacturing (TWC2)
(S$10,000) for the Evercare Welfare Centre’s Emergency Fund, for distribution to needy households and the poor
The exposure tours and familiarization visits aim to raise awareness about the
local poor and inspire compassion for them, alerting individuals to the reality
Twelve Steps 65). The
Twelve Steps 5) when it directly seeks to alleviate the
with myopia who could not become a hospital attendant unless she had spectacles, which she could not afford, and just US$65-81(S$80-100) provided by
com.passion.sg for the Evercare Welfare Centre’s Emergency Fund allowed her to
purchase the spectacles that she needed to secure employment.8 As Armstrong
(Twelve Steps 103), and even a relatively small sum can go a long way in helping
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of compassion obliges individuals to work unstintingly in assisting others in need
(para. 1).

Besides poverty alleviation efforts, a series of arts initiatives have been
spearheaded by members of the network to raise societal awareness about the
plight of the local poor.

Public art installations advocating compassion, such as one displayed in collaboration with Post-Museum and Ngee Ann Polytechnic’s Interdisciplinary
Studies’ conference (4-16 Nov. 2009)
com.passion.sg
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promoting the idea of love and compassion in Singapore
leviated by such artworks. But these initiatives are in line with Armstrong’s vision
Twelve Steps 88).
The cultivation of compassion demands that the faculty of imagination has to be
experiences differ from their own (Armstrong, Twelve Steps 88). Armstrong obtheir compassion is aroused, even though they may be aware that their suffering
Twelve Steps 88). Similarly, it is plausible that the depiction of
Twelve Steps 88), the
artworks, videos and photographs of com.passion.sg
about the reality that poor people do exist in Singapore, despite the country’s
initiatives of com.passion.sg, individuals may be led, in the words of Armstrong’s
-
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tackle poverty.
The Singapore launch of the Charter, conducted in conjunction with the
international launch, involving talks and meetings (12 Nov. 2009)
sions about the complexity of poverty and possible strategies to assist the
underprivileged
Round-table discussions with relevant stakeholders, such as government
tions presented
sion, estimate its strengths as well as its weaknesses, and assess its potential for
Twelve Steps 61). The members of com.passion.sg
titude of careful scrutiny about the ways to advance positive change in society,
discussing ideas thoughtfully while avoiding hasty or simplistic approaches, and
com.passion.sg
thus guided by the essence of the charter. com.passion.sg’s declaration states
com.passion.sg
com.passion.sg activists
to stress the importance of compassion for the economically underprivileged,
deserve.
based network, encouraging dialogue between individuals of different relicom.passion.sg, notes,
ment with a diverse range of activist and faith groups, it might be able to

to compile members’ personal experiences of compassion together in a book
that there are enough resources to sustain the movement; second, to preserve an apolitical and secular basis so as to maintain neutrality; and third,
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are overcome, com.passion.sg promises to serve as an enriching organic initiative, creating greater space in civil society to promote interfaith understanding in Singapore.
Conclusion
bers of other faiths, Karen Armstrong’s Charter for Compassion offers a
constructive ideological platform for civil society groups that seek to transcend religious differences and make positive social change. The useful example of com.passion.sg demonstrates how local civil society activists may be
inspired by global campaigns. Indeed, campaigns like Armstrong’s Charter
may have considerable impact in promoting awareness of inter-religious
engagement, and most importantly, the value of compassion in faith and
need to wait for the state to impose demands for greater civic consciouscan initiate movements to uphold compassion, the Golden Rule, and the
appreciation of alternative perspectives. As See Guat Kwee recommends, a
pool of dedicated interfaith professionals can serve to deepen dialogue and
broaden participation by involving not only mainstream religious leaders, but
also youths, adults, and the elderly (683). Such professionals can effectively
share Armstrong’s insight that there is a core spirit of compassion within
religion, though often hidden by secondary factors. In the journey of faith, it
is this spirit that demands to be uncovered, unveiling the beauty and power
of religion to bring light to a troubled world.
NOTES
1.

2.
3.

Armstrong notes that Rabbinic Judaism, Christianity, and Islam were latterered the Axial vision and translated it into an idiom that spoke directly to the
circumstances of their time (Armstrong, Great Transformation xii).
The sages of the period included the Buddha, Socrates, Confucius and Jeremiah, as well as Mencius, Euripedes, and the mystics of the Upanishads
(Armstrong, Great Transformation xii).
As Armstrong explains, mythos
Battle for God xiii) but are concerned with
ultimate meaning, while logos
Battle for God xiv).
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4.

5.
6.

7.

For instance, Armstrong details how the religious reformers of India took
Great Transformation 79); Confucius tried
to extract the militant egotism that had distorted Chinese rites and ceremonies (Great Transformation 302), and early biblical writers took the antagonism
and belligerence out of the ancient creation stories, producing a cosmogony
slaughtered in older narratives (Great Transformation 177).
The full text of the Charter for Compassion can be found at www.charterforcompassion.org.
With the help of Dr. Lai Ah Eng, personal interviews were secured with

interviewed, via e-mail.
The Association of Women for Action and Research (AWARE) is a Singaporean non-governmental organization concerned with promoting gender equality.The women’s advocacy group came under the spotlight in 2009 when it
was taken over by a group of new members, several of whom belonged to the
same church, who claimed that AWARE was promoting homosexuality. This

8.
that if the mother had applied to the local Community Development Council for support, the processing time would take three weeks, and she had to

9.

be unwilling to wait for her to purchase spectacles, as there were several
other applicants ready to take up her job, and if she failed to report as required, the hospital would simply hire someone else.
The video can be accessed here: <http://www.youtube.com/
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